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�I�m scared! I don�t want to go, I love India. Tell them we don�t have to go!�
Billu realised that leaving for England meant not seeing people he loved for a long time and it gave him an

aching and empty feeling in his stomach. Images of the things that he loved about his village filled his
mind. His fingers desperately wanted to draw them in case he never saw them again.

In the 1960s, thousands of Indian families decided to start a new life in Britain. In Billu Leaves India!, 6-year-old Billu,
whose parents are forced to make this same decision, is reluctant to leave the village he loves. This insightful new
novel captures the suddenness of this choice and reflects the impact of these journeys, the resulting change in
relationships and the hopes and aspirations moving to a new life can bring. At the heart of the story is the
relationship between Billu and his uncle � Tyaa � who he visits every day. As a parting gift, Tyaa makes him a bowl,
which the story hints has magical qualities. The story ends at New Delhi airport, with Billu on the steps of the plane
clutching the copper bowl that will become an important symbol of his long-distance relationship with Tyaa.

In this debut novel by Gersh Subhra, the themes will resonate with the many multi-cultural communities of England
and will enable children and families to compare their own journeys and emotions with Billu�s.

�As a boy, I grew up with stories about India and the journey that many in our community made from India to
England. These anecdotes were filled with all of the emotions that one can imagine. Because it was a long time
before I returned to the village of my birth, I added my own fictional perspective to what it must have been like,�
says author Gersh, who has also used his relationship with his uncle, who he never saw again after leaving India in
1964, as the inspiration for his story. All profits are going to Oxfam and Derby Open Centre.

GERSH SUBHRA was born in a small village in India and immigrated as a four year old to Coventry with his
family in 1964. He went onto gain three University degrees and has worked in the youth and community work
sector since 1983, including 20 years at the University of Derby as the Head of the Centre for Community
Regeneration. In 2012, he decided to take a very early retirement, write his children�s book and become a
volunteer with both Oxfam and the Derby Open Centre. Gersh now lives in Leamington Spa.                                                             
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HOME IS WHERE THE HEART IS

Billu�s family leave his beloved hometown in
Billu Leaves India!, a children�s novel that will

resonate with anyone who moved home �
either across the country or the world
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